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Motivation

Vertical Partying

Inspired by my favourite movie “Transformers”,
the space transformer is designed to utilize
moveable floors in a two-storey room to make
a flexible multiple-purpose space.
Each of the three separate pieces in two

floors can be lifted to different heights to form
different space designs. This allows for a highly
configurable space that we can use for many
purposes such as entertainment, serious artistic
creation or pure leisure.
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Vertical Partying

Architecture: Space Transformer 01

Vertical Partying

opportunities, such as
concerts and alternative
options for socializing
behaviours.
This design provides the
flexibility, and allows
us to use our creativity
to design and enjoy
comfortable, useful, and
artistic spaces. We can
select the perfect space
for both our physical
needs and to suite our
emotions.

Problem
Identification
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Vertical Partying

As an hospitable family,
our house is always filled
with friends, classmates,
and band members
over the weekends,
when we host many
social engagements and
parties. Unfortunately
the traditional two-story
living space restricts itself
for all our desires. The
space transformer allows
for privacy of individuals,
different communication

Tea Culture Mode

Mini Theatre Mode

Leisure Mode
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Modes

Solution

Mechanical adjustable irregular floors.
Take advantages of six adjustable floor blocks to
build multiple-purpose spaces.
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Studio Mode

Vertical Partying

Vertical Partying

Bar Mode

Differential
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Screw Drive
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Architecture and Mechanical Design
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Underground Melody

Underground
Melody

Imagine hearing the music of a rushing
stream in a bustling suburban environment.

system and a speaker system to amplify,
combine and enhance the musical notes.

This design brings a wetland park with
artistic musical pieces using a combination
of an underground wastewater treatment

This will provide and interpretative space
where people can learn how wastewater
is treated, while listening to artistic sounds

produced by the wastewater treatment
process. This provides both a constructive
and benign interaction between underground
and over ground environments.
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02

Underground Melody

Environmental Protection: Wastewater Treatment

Humans are not inspired by technology alone,
Steve Jobs says “Technology alone is not
enough. It's technology married with liberal
arts married with humanities that makes our
heart sing” (NHK, 2001). This Underground
Melody design demonstrates the ecosystem
of wastewater and recycling; it educates the
audience visiting this park and encourages
individual to take initiative in environmental
protection.
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Motivation
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Underground Melody

Wastewater treatment techniques have
existed or decades. However only 13% of
wastewater is recycled globally while the
demand for freshwater has been increasing
at approximately 1% per year over the past
decade (“The United Nations World Water
Development Report 2018”).

Underground Melody

There are so many things that we take for
granted. We often selectively ignore the
impact and reluctantly discuss it.

Underground Melody
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The acoustic resonance of the above ground
design is built to mimic a concert band to
playing the music pieces with the sounds
from underground system. The speakers
shapes are inspired by the dry chapped earth
surface, telling us that water recycling and
environmental protection play important
role in our daily lives, and each small step an
individual takes can collectively change the
world positively.

An additional feature of this
design is that the sound is
produced by an interaction
of human activities and
the flow of water in the
treatment system. The
music is created by a
combination of human
activity in the park, and the
flow of wastewater, this
demonstrating how human
behavior can protect or ruin
the environment.

Sound Waves

Speakers

Underground
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Concept

Ground Park
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#02/Design

The wastewater treatment system creates
sounds through water pipelines and treatment
procedures, such as biochemical oxidation
tanks, chemical oxidation tanks and polishing.
The sounds are enlarged, combined into
music pieces, and sent to the ground park.

Underground Melody

The design provides a dramatic comparison
between elegant classical music and dirty
wastewater.

The design emphasizes the
harmonious coexistence
between humans and
nature. The wastewater
treatment system produces
musical pieces instead of
machine noise and this
sends the musical notes
produced by flowing water
to the above ground park
t h r o u g h p i p e l i n e s . To
emphasise the importance
of water in our lives, the
speakers are shaped like
dry chapped earth surfaces.

designed pipelines
between tanks.
The system composes
these sounds into
musical pieces by
combining the multiple
water drops and
splashes in a Guitarshaped resonance
chamber specially
designed acoustic
pipes.

System Design
Step 1:
wastewater entrance;
Step 2:
Wastewater is guided into
treatment system;
Step 3:
Sounds created by the
treatment tanks and
pipelines;
Step 4:
Sounds are composed,
a m p l i fi e d a n d p a s s e d
to ground acoustic
resonance architectures
from underground;
Step 5:
People in the park will
hear different music
pieces depending on the
volume and speed of the
wastewater.
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Ta k i n g a d va n t a g e o f
various sounds crated
by the resonance and
e c h o f ro m s h a p e s o f
water containers, the
wastewater system
designs different shapes
of reaction tanks during
the water treatment
p ro c e d u re s , a n d t h e
sounds of water flowing
through the specially

Underground Melody

How the wastewater
treatment system works

Underground Melody
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Instilling the beauty nature
and of human art into the cold
steel utilitarian environment
creates extraordinar y
products that stand out
this world. A wastewater
treatment system can serve
as a cultural symbol.Music
and art themselves are not
alone, and should be a part
of our daily lives.
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I believe that a public park
that combines technology
and environmental
understanding brings a sense
of home and emotional
cohesion to individuals.
T h e p ro p o s a l i s a n i d e a l
educational and leisure place
for families, students, and
school research teams.

Without science and art,
there is no human life. Lev Tolstoy
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Night/Day

Underground Melody

Music Speakers
Shapes of dry chapped earth surface

RED

Problem
This product focuses on females.
Periods are inevitable. Traditional
methods of dealing with them are not
eco-friendly, comfortable or sterile.
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Most tampons come in a plastic
package with a plastic applicator that
cannot be recycled and take centuries
to biodegrade. A year’s worth of a
typical feminine hygiene product
leaves a carbon footprint of 5.3 kg
CO2 equivalent.
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Product Design

Red.
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RED

Product: Design and Business Proposal 03

RED
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Ruby by red. is a reusable tampon
applicator.
RED implements discreet packaging
that will make women feel more
comfortable and safe when using
tampons, which fits in excellently
with the current generation of the
menstruating population as we are
b e c o m i n g m o re e nv i ro n m e n t a l ly
conscious and aware of the impact
single use plastics have on our world.

Solution
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RED

Market Analysis

RED
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#03/Design

Revenue Planning and Forecasting

RED

Marketing Development
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Acrylic
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Abstract Art(2018-2019) Oil Painting on Canvas

Art: Sketching and Oil Painting 04

#04/other wokes

#04/other wokes

Acrylic

Environmentalism and
humanism are eternal
themes of art creation for
me. I combine music into
my artwork to interpret
the nature’s lovely
landscapes painting
with rhythms. In fact, the
rhythm of music led me
on the creation of abstract
paintings.

Oil Painting

I started learning professional sketching and oil painting at
age of 10. As time passed, I realized that artwork becomes
alive only when it carries a meaning. An artwork with emotion
outshines those without.
My favorite painting “The Starry Night” by the postimpressionist Vincent van Gogh gives a sense of the isolation
and insanity that van Gogh suffered; behind the exaggerated
yellow and blue colors we see that despite struggling in his
peban elegant soul and his mercy to the world.

Oil Painting on Canvas (2016-2018)

Sketch on Paper (2016-2019)
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Sketch

Winter Hill (2016) Oil Painting on Canvas, 16 x 24 in

Charcoal

Mr. Sun (2019) Charcoal on Paper, 16 x 24 in
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Charcoal

Charcoal on Paper (2016-2017)

Acrylic

Arcylic on Canvas (2016-2019)
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Acrylic

Beside Lake in Muskuka (2019) Arcylic on Canvas, 16 x 24 in

https://www.ryan-x-tian.com
(+1) 647-913-4959
1321 Monks Pass, Oakville, Ontario, Canada

•

Award of Excellence Performance in “2019 Children’s Spring Festival”, 2019

•

Piano Level 8 Certificate by the Royal Conservatory of Music, 2018

•

Excellence Award in “Canadian-Chinese Children’s Drawing Competition”, 2015, 2016

•

First Class Honours with Distinction in Advanced Rudiments by the Royal Conservatory
of Music, 2016

•

One oil painting is in the exhibition of “The 4th Annual Cityscapes Art Exhibition” in
Palm Springs, California, USA; 2019

•

A set of artwork postcards is published.

RESEARCH EXPERIENCE:
• Student Researcher & Algorithm Optimizer, Autonomous Driving Research Project at
the University of Michigan, July-August 2019
•

Designer and Developer, Social Sport App (I.M.P.) on iPhone, 2017-2019

•

Team Leader, SHAD Valley Summer Camp, June-July 2019

•

Program Coordinator and Associate Director of “2020 Children’s Spring Festival”
event, 2019.

•

Founder and Managing Director of “The Blue Dogs” band, 2017-2019.

•

West Toronto Director of the 4th/5th/6th international postcard design competition,
2017-2019.
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ART EXPERIENCES:
• Engineering and Architecture Design, 2016-2019.
•

Professional Artist on Oil Painting, 2012-2019.

•

Lead of the Wind Players, Appleby Orchestra Band, 2017-2019.
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SELECTED ART AWARDS AND HONORS:
• Gold Design Award for the 4th/6th “International Youth Handwritten Hand-painted
Postcard Competition”, 2017, 2019

ART LEADERSHIPS:
• Vice President of Canadian Youth Funding Association, 2019.
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